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Attachment – a biological drive



The strategy used by the child is 
dependent on the circumstances she is 

in and the strategy of the other

• Tronick’s still face experiment 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apzXGEbZht0


Dynamic Maturational Model of Attachment











The anxious attachment is not the 
problem

DANGER IS THE PROBLEM!

The anxious attachment is the solution and 
remains necessary unless the context changes.  Its
the child´s strategy for eliciting protection and 
comfort from the parent.



Attachment figures are not only parents



Trauma-Human stress response



Traumas cause fragmentation between the 
verbal and non verbal parts of the brain



Traumatic events may include

• Relationship with loved one threatened
• Body invaded
• Impotent to get needs met
• Wound to sense of self
• Witness to violence
• Participant in violence
• Unable to help someone being hurt
• Feel trapped/unable to escape, get help or

solve the problem (helplessness)  



Memory and great stress

• 2 memory systems – verbal and non verbal

• Terror without words, amnesia

• Frozen in time

• Multiple memories, scatter gun memories

• Memories take over concious thought

• Original fear is reawoken =more amnesia

• Unable to remember = unable to learn



What you see in the individual

Repeating the trauma through behaviour. 
Retrospective Scenes

History of the stress played out with the non verbal 
brain

Interference with thoughts, concentration, learning

Sense of self very basic, internal dialogue damaged.

Impaired impulse control



Implications for the response

• Be curious about the meaning of behaviour 
instead of judgemental about the behaviour 
itself

• Make creativity, games, art, drama or stories 
central

• Give words to describe feelings, tell the story, tell 
all the story



When Under Stress

• Arousal and heightened attention

• State of high alert

• Action – not thoughts

• Inabilility to think clearly

• Extreme thoughts

• Attention to the threat

• Intense and prolonged anxiety

• Impulse to act



What you see

– Fear, worry, rage

– Unstable mood

– Extreme thoughts

– Little impulse control

– Problematic actions

– Seeking out groups

– Hostility and violence to others



Innate Sense of Justice

• Reciprocity

• The basis of social relationships

• Our formative experiences around 
justice take place in childhood

• The basis of retaliation - revenge



What you see in the individual

• Fury, rage, violence

• Loss of sense of justice

• Twisted revenge, directed against 
self



Implications for the response

• Help find constructive, non violent ways to
look for justice

• Confront the lack of equity

• Ask for restitution

• Talk about individual and social justice



Recovery Process 
written by a trauma survivor about her own recovery

I walk down the street

There us a deep hole on the path

I fall in

I am lost .... 

It isn’t my fault

I take a long time to get out



Recovery Process

I walk down the same street

There is a deep hole in the path

I Pretend not to see it

I fall in again

I can’t believe I am in the same place

But it isn’t my fault

I still take a long time to get out



Recovery Process

I walk down the same street

There is a deep hole in the path

I see the hole

I fall in again.....its a habit

I open my eyes

I know where I am

It is my responsibility

I get out immediately



Recovery Process

I walk down the same 
street

There is a deep hole in 
the path

I avoid it.



Recovery Process

I walk down a different 
street.





Our first point of contact



Building a relationship



Work with the family system









Mercedes, her mother and brother in 
their marimba presentation

../Sylvia Reyes/My Documents/villegas family/PICT0064.MOV


With her own family







Transitional Attachment

FAMILY ATTACHMENT

PROCESSING   EXPERIENCES

PROCESSING FAMILY EXPRIENCES

FAMILY PURPOSE

PERSONAL PURPOSE



Individual Work

• Objective:

– To provide each member of the family - children 
and parents - with a reliable, positive relationship 
which mirrors that of a positive parent-child 
relationship, and which can then begin to inform 
the quality of other relationships in their lives.

Transitional Attachment



Individual Work
Being thought about 



Individual Work

• Objective:

– To take positive meaning from past experiences, 
gain insight into their current situation and 
develop a sense of hope.

Processing with containment



Individual Work

• Objective:

– To help each child/parent find ways to use the 
healing process and insights to galvanise their 
behaviour, decisions and plans.

‘Survivors Mission’



Family Work

• Objective:

– To build trust and strengthen positive relationships 
between family members.

Attachment



Family work
building positive 

memories



Family Work-thinking about each other



Family Work

• Objective:

– To enable children and parents to explore family 
experiences together, within a structured and safe 
space, so that the different family members 
understand each other’s experiences and how 
they affect one another. Gaining insight about 
each other is critical to the process.

Thinking about each other



Family work
Relationships that build resilience



Family Work

• Objective:
– To ensure that children and parents feel that their interests are 

considered within their family and are able to set goals as a 
family for the benefit of all. The family provides positive 
experiences for all its members and new stresses are dealt with 
in a way which is not damaging to anyone within the family. In 
this way the family replaces negative cycles of interaction with 
a virtuous cycle which encourages the personal development 
of all family members.

Family Mission



Impact

• Previously abusive 
families create positive 
and caring homes for 
their children.  



“You come home and pow, pow pow, 
make them do what you say.  But I 
thought what are they going to grow
into?”

Previously abusive parents
help create community
change



What happens when we dont include the 
hardest to reach families?

Violence in 
childhood

Negative 
developmental 

outcomes

Social and 
economic impact

Inter-generational 
violence

Impact on other 
children within their 

community

Impact on other 
siblings

Sexual promiscuity, substance 
abuse, teenage pregnancy, rape, 

poor job performance, 
criminality

UK: 72% of children who have 
committed a violent crime had 

experienced abuse

Tough, aggressive or other 
dysfunctional behaviour means 

that if these children access 
organized community activities, 
they rarely sustain participation

Cost of child maltreatment in the 
US estimated at USD 94 billion/ 

year

Dysfunctional 
behavior leading to 
a cycle of exclusion

Children from 
violent families 

impact  their 
peers 

performance in 
schools



Why is systemic inclusive intervention rarely 
used?

‘Solutions to 
Symptoms”

Highly 
excluded 
children

Temporary 
integration of 

children

Shorter term 

interventions 

become “addictive”

Therapeutic 
intervention-
children and 

families 

Children’s  
capacity to 

interact 

Longer term intervention

Resources used 
up make taking 

longer term 
solution harder

Unintended 

consequence that 

makes taking 

underlying solution 

harder

• Expense

• Time

• Skills

• Access

Time delay

Cause-effect connection

Variables

ST broad brush approaches  
can be addictive:

• Cheaper
• Easier to implement
• Massive scale/ emphasis 

on apparent visible 
impact

• Results are tied into short 
term political cycles

• If it doesn’t work, it’s the 
client’s fault

Cause-effect 

connection that hasn’t 

happened



Gracias!



Impossible not to improve 
communities



Can remain with many problems


